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War of 1914-18, namely, the maldistribution of gold among
the nations of the world. The economic malaise which then
constrained every country to abandon the gold standard,
and restrict the free export of gold, shows that the flight
of gold can still exercise a potent influence in the sphere of
policy; and it enables us to understand the anxieties of
the Mercantilists with a deeper and more sympathetic insight
than was displayed by the classical economists.
Ante-	Pre-occupation with the subject of money has had the
ofS?     unfortunate effect of fostering a distorted conception of the
Mercantile Mercantile System, and obscuring its more essential aspect as
ysen]"     a planned national economy based on self-sufficiency.    To
appreciate the true significance of Mercantilism it must be
viewed not in vacuo but in relation to its antecedents.    A
correct historical perspective will take account of the evolu-
tionary process which brought the Mercantilist State into
being, and it will seek to interpret its many-sided phenomena
in the light of its genesis and development.   Mercantilism
is town economy writ large.   Under it the industrial and
commercial   activities   of  the   community   ceased   to   be
organized on a local basis,  and sectional interests were
merged in those of the country as a whole.    The ascendancy
of the towns lapsed when a national regime replaced a
municipal regime as the mainspring and vital principle of
economic growth :  disintegration, which had been the pre-
vailing characteristic of the early society, began to yield to
consolidation.   The transition from a town economy to a
national economy had already made marked progress in the
Middle Ages.   The process of unification, as it crystallized
in the gradual concentration of economic forces in the State,
is seen in a variety of directions—in the assimilation of
municipal practices to a uniform standard; in the legislation
which regulated on a nation-wide basis the woollen industry,
the conditions of labour, the assize of bread, the assize of
weights  and  measures,   the  currency,   and  the  customs
system;   in the break-down of the barriers to internal
trade;   and in the formulation of a common policy in
external trade.   Nevertheless, while the State represented

